132 PEOPLE
INCLUDING
DICK GREGORY
comedian
TERRY FRANCOIS
S.F. Attorney
NAT BURBRIDGE
N.A.A.C.P.

WERE ARRESTED

While PEACEFULLY protesting discrimination
by the Sheraton Palace Hotel in San Francisco.

We cannot let these arrests halt the fight
for equal job opportunities in the Bay Area.

WE MUST JOIN TOGETHER
TO CONTINUE THE FIGHT!

JOIN THE SHERATON-PALACE PROTEST
FRI. MARCH 6, 1964 6-10 P.M.

EAST BAY CARPOOL LEAVING STILLES HALL (Bancroft and Dana) at 5:30
and 6:00 P.M. LEAVING OCC CAMPUS (Alleen & Grove) Same times.

WE SHALL OVERCOME

AD HOC COMMITTEE TO END DISCRIMINATION Labor Donated